
With the completion of three years project period in Sundar
Haraicha, we have initiated the second phase of the project.
In this short span of time, I have observed and experienced
some significant affirmative changes in the lives of the low
income families in Sundar Haraicha. One of the key change
that I have seen here is the collective efforts of thepeople
towards  community development initiatives. 

Before we bagan working, I had noticed that there was a
lack of collectivism in any work done in the communities. 
 Now, I am seeing the increasing sense of collective
ownership, work and effort, not only for the communal
purpose but also to support personal works.  This is
encouraging to see how  people are getting organized and
aware on the issues that are affecting their lives.They are
demonstrating solidarity on the common concerns. I am
glad to see people playing decisive role in community affairs
leading to increased access to local resources.  I wish if this
change could be seen in all the communities in the city. 

The community based organizations, women and youth
groups established have started playing their role in
coordination and collaboration with the city level agencies.  
 Their important role has been recognized in Tole Lane
Organizations. Women are organized and they have access
to income generating activities. However, I feel that work
with women still needs to be deepen in include the poorest.
Capacity enhancement of the community leaders including
ourselves is a growing need. 

The last three years have seen implementation of 11
infrastructure  projects in 17 communities. These projects
were joinly implemented by Lumanti, communities and the
municiplaity.Besides, a number of small scale other projects
were carried out with the support from the muicipality, a
very good example of leveraging resources from the
municipality. One of the important project was a housing
project aimed to improve housing conditions of the dalit
families. I am happy that we have successfully mobilised
40% of the toal budget from the municipality as required by
the donor organization and provided services to the needy
and vulnerable. 
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What I see in the community ….!
- Laxmi Rai, Field Coordinator
   Lumanti - Sundar Haraicha  

Laxmi with a community leader



Construction of houses using CSEB
interlocking bricks in Bhauraha

HOUSING
APF Housing Project

Housing construction under the APF housing program
is  progressing in Bhauraha community in Kalaiya. Out
of total 30, 20 families are constructing their houses.
The rest rest 10 families will be beginning construction
soon. Each family will be receiving a combined grant
support of Rs. 260,000.00 for the construction, Rs.
60,000.00 from municipality Rs. 150,000.00 from
Lumanti, and Rs. 50,000 from Build Up Nepal. 

A City Level Heritage Management Committee is
established in Mahalaxmi municiplaity to support
community ownershsip and leadership in the
project.The committee is responsible for the
management, making strategies and policies for
smooth operation of the project.The committee has
also edorsed the criteria for selection of the vulnerable
families to be benefitted by the project. 

The donor for this project, EU, has
conducted virtual result oriented
monitoring from 18th to 26th of March.
A series of meetings were conducted
with the project partners, local
governments, project beneficiaries, and
other concerned stakeholders that
lasteed for about a  week.Overall a
feedback on the project was positive.

5 Model Cities Project

Parya Sampada Project



Orientation program  in Shankharapur
prior to preliminary study on WASH status

WATER, SANITATION AND HYGIENE

Review meeting was held with WAI SIMAVI
Nepal partners on 1st March 2021. The meeting
was participated by SIMAVI Nepal Country
Coordinator, SIMAVI Netherlads and Lumanti
representatives.  Half yearly progress and
lessons learnt were shared in the meeting.

A preliminary study on WASH status in the
health care facilities in Shankarapur
municiplaity was condcted. A detail survey
of health care facilities in three
municipalities will be finalized on the basis
of the learning from this preliminary study. 

Discussion on Managing Assets of the
utility (water) operator 

Asset Management related meetings and
discussions were held throughout March 
 with WAI, Dutch partners, Lumanti, CIUD
and Smart Tech. The meetings were held for
software (website dashboard and mobile
application) development.

Quarterly review meetings and MTR
validation workshop was held with WAI
partners in Nepal in Surkhet. MTR related
reports, documents and information were
submitted WAI Nepal office. 

Review Meeting with WAI SIMAVI Baseline study of Health Care Facilities 

Mid Term Review



COMMUNITY RESILIENCE
Entrepreneurship and business plan
development training 

Forty women have benefitted from the
two training on entrepreneurship and
business plan development organized by
Naagmandir Ama Samuha and
Himawanti, Kaski in Butwal and Pokara
respectively. It was a three day training
with an aim to provide theoretical and
practical knowledge and skills to the
grassroot women members engaged in
livelihood activities and scaling up 
 business. 

Sarangkot Women's Group received Spice
Grinder Machine

A newly formed women’s group of
Sarangkot was provided with Spice Grinder
Machine to begin an eterprise for livelihood
generation in the local communities. With
the availability of the machine, spice
processing can be done in the community
creating job opportunities and market for
the local people and the producers. The
grinder machine worth of Rs. 29000 was
handed over jointly by the ward chair and a
representative from Lumanti. 

Soap Making Training – Butwal 

Two days soap making training was
provided to the members of Naag Mandir
Ama Samuha. The members are very
excited  as they are planning to to start a
new enterprise on soap making with their
own investment. The training was
organized and facilitated jointly by
Community Women's Forum (CWF) and
Naag Mandir Ama Samuha. More than 20
women members participated in the
training. The training was  inaugurated and
concluded by the member of the ward
office,  Ms. Saraswati Kunwar. 

Learning visits

The group members from Sankhu, Lagan,
Kageswori visited the exhibition organized
by Thankot Women's Cooperative to
celebrate international women’s day. It
was estimated that about 1000 people
visited the exhibition.  The purpose of the
exhibition was to seek market and
promote  sale of the products produced by
the women. Similarly, team of Naag Mandir
Ama Samuha and Himawanti also
organized learning visit to Chitwan and
Palpa to observe group activities and
livelihood initiatives. 

DRR Manager of Lumanti and Ward -18 Chair  handing over
the Emergency WASH materials and Spice Grinder  to women
group in Pokhara



Stockpile Materials and Emergency Fund handed over to  Ward 23, 
 Kathmandu Metropolitan City (KMC) 

Emergency materials including WASH items have been handed over to the ward 23, 
 KMC. The support was handed over by Anil Sthapit, General Secretary of Lumanti to
Macha Raja Maharjan, chairperson of ward 23. The material was worth Rs 50,000/- and
emergency fund was  Rs 100000/-. This program was coordinated by Community
Women’s forum and Lagan women's cooperative. 

Psychological First Aid Training – Kathmandu 

Lumanti in association with CRF organized two day psychological first aid training to 21
community leaders from 10 cooperatives based in Kathmandu valley.The main
objectives of the training was to give knowledge on psychological first aid, explore the
impact of the COVID-19 outbreak at the personal and community level, and to help
people in distress (PFA) with self-care. The training was based on reference and training
material developed by the IFRC Reference Centre for Psychosocial Support, which uses
the approach recommended by WHO on following the LOOK, LISTEN and LINK action
principles. 

General Secretary of Lumanti handing over the Stockpile
materials and emergency fund to KMC Ward 23 Chair 



Lalita, along with her daughter, was waiting for us at the junction of the road while we
reached in the Barewa Community of ward no 7 in Kalaiya Sub-metropolitan City. With
beautiful smile she welcomed us and guided through the narrow lane towards her newly
built house. She was excited to show her house that she has built with partial grant support
from Lumanti.

Lalita has received a grant support of Rs. 120000.00 from Lumanti to build a house. She has
also taken some loan to complete the house.

Narrating her story of hardship, Lalita boiled some water to make tea for us. Lalita works as
a maid in the neighboring community. She  does washing cloth, washing dishes and cleaning
the house, and her husband is a labour bricks factory. With the two small incomes from the
husband and the wife for a familiy for 5 including two young children and a mother in law, it
was difficult for Lalita to manage the household expenses. She brought a cup of tea with
some biscuits and said, “I am extremely happy that you all accepted to drink tea without any
hesitation”.  She had a hesitation as she belonged to a dalit community. 

When I asked her about the old house, cheerful Lalita burst into tears and said, “I even don't
wish to recall that unpleasant memory! She used to live in a small two room hut. The hut
had a tile roof. Five member family had to adjust in a two tiny rooms.  They had only one bed
for Lalit’s mother in law who was 70 years. The rest four used to sleep on the floor on a thin
mattress. In winter, they had to bear with shivering cold and in rainy season, they had to
bear mosquitoe bite and sepnd time collecting leaking water from the roof.

Showing her new television set and a brand new fan she said, “we also didn't have electricity
connection in our old hut. We spent 18 years without electricity. Now we have our own
electricity connection.We also bought a new bed and kitchn utensils” Modern basic
amenities found their space in the new house. 

When asked her future plan for the new house, she smiled and said she wants to install a
private hand pump as toilet is already built.  She also wants to repay the loan as early as
possible. She seemed to be confident and I could see joy filled in her eyes.

(Prepared by Ananta Bajracharya on the basis of the interview with Ms Lalita Mandal on
25th February 2021)

A new house brings happiness! 

Lalita Mandal  with her family members 

THEN NOW



COMMUNITY FINANCE

Grant support from municipality

As per the agreement signed between
Lumanti, Kirtipur Municipality and Sunaulo
Cooperative of Gamcha, Kirtipur
Municipality has provided grant of Rs.
1,50,000 for finishing work of Sunaulo
Cooperative office building.

Health camps

The purpose of the cooperative is also to
provide social service. Samjhana Mahila
Saving and Credit Cooperative based in
Biratnagar had conducted eye camp in
partnership with Nepal Eye Hospital in
Biratnagar.  About 230 members of the
cooperative benefitted from  this eye
camp.

Similarly, Didi Bahini Saving and Credit
Cooperative based in Siddhipur
conducted ENT camp in partnership with
ENT Pratisthan of Koteshwor in
Siddhipur, and  250 of their members got
benefitted from this camp. 

Women gathered at the ENT camp
organized in Siddhipur 



HOUSING FINANCE
Housing Construction  through
loan support

The construction of 25 units of houses
was completed in Bitratnagar with the
loan support from Samjhana
Cooperative. Similarly, construction of
100 houses got completed in Lekhnath
with the loan support from Kamana
Sewa Bikash Bank. The beneficiaries of
this home loans were the lower and
lower-middle income group. 

Partnership with private sector for
affordable housing

An agreement was signed between Lumanti
and Apex Engineering Consultancy for
providing technical support during
construction of houses in Biratnagar
Metropolitan City. Apex Engineering
Consultancy will provide technical assistance
in the construction charging minimum fee.
This is an effort to bring the private sector in
the promotion of affordable housing
programme. 

A house constructed in Biratnagar with
loan support from local women
cooperative 

Lumanti Support Group for Shelter
Dakshinkali Marg, Kumaripati, Ward - 5
Lalitpur Metropolitan City, Nepal.
P,O. Box: 10546 Kathmandu
Tel: 977-1-5535157 / 5535156
Email: shelter@lumanti.org.np
Website: www.lumanti.org.np


